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Synopsis 
The pH titration behavior of E .  coli rRNA in the acid range has been analyzed by 
combining spectrophotometric and potentiometric titration data. The “simplest” 
model for the system, which considers as possible reactions the protonation of adenine 
(A), cytosine (C), and guanine (G) residues along with the opening of A-U and G . C  base 
pairs, does not adequately account for the titration properties. I t  is postulated that 
extra reactions may occur in addition to  those in the “simplest” model, and a new ana- 
lytical method was developed to deal with this situation. Our approach yields the ultra- 
violet spectral changes which accompany the extra reactions, from which the nature of 
these reactions can in principle be deduced. The calculations also give, a t  each pH, the 
extents of the extra reactions as well as the extents of those reactions which comprise the 
“simplest” model. 
We infer that in acidic RNA solutions of 0.lM ionic strength there occur a t  least two 
extra reactions, each of which involves G residues. We propose that in the pH range 6.0 
2 pH 2 3.8 triple-stranded helical sequences, presumably protonated G .C .G,  are 
formed. These regions are replaced at  lower pH by acid-stable structures involving G .G 
and A.A base pairs. In  solutions of lower ionic strength (Z = 0.OlM) no triple strands 
are formed, but G.G and A. A regions seem to develop even a t  pH values as high as 6.0. 
At Z = O.lM, an acid-base titration cycle between pH 7 and 2.8 is not reversible; rRNA 
shows true hysteresis behavior. We conclude that in ribosomal RNA’s, which are 
generally G-rich, guanine residues may participate in hitherto unpredicted conforma- 
tions, some of which may be metastable while others are equilibrium structures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ribosomal RNA exhibits hysteresis in its pH titration in the acid range.I 
That is, ultraviolet absorbance or proton-binding data lie on one curve as 
the pH is decreased from neutrality, but follow a different curve when base 
is added to a low-pH solution. This phenomenon has been discussed in a 
* Address correspondence to A.R. a t  the Institute of Molecular Biology, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403. 
t This work was initiated under the guidance and inspiration of the late Aharon 
Katchalsky. We regret that the final form of the manuscript did not benefit from his 
critical insight and comments. 
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previous paper’ in terms of metastable secondary structures which are 
formed at  low pH. In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the 
hysteresis phenomenon, it was found necessary to develop new procedures 
for deriving information about nucleic acid conformation from spectro- 
photometric and potentiometric titration data. In  this report we present 
our new method, which resembles, in some respects, that of  COX^.^ who 
attempted to sort the spectral changes upon titration (or heating) of RNA 
into contributions from the absorbance increments accompanying each of 
the processes which occur. We have considerably modified and extended 
Cox’s approach and have applied our method to new titration data for 
RNA. 
We will primarily be concerned with structural changes occurring as the 
pH is lowered from pH 7. The starting structure of rRNA is assumed to 
be that which has emerged from various studies a t  pH 7, namely, a single 
polymeric chain containing short base-paired regions alternating with 
stretches in which the bases are not ~ a i r e d . ~ * ~ - ~  Approximately SO-SO% 
of the residues are involved in double-helical regions, with about 55% of 
the paired bases being G . C .  (Abbreviations used: A, adenine; U, uracil; 
G ,  guanine; C ,  cytosine; T, thymine.) The observed changes in the 
absorbance and in the number of protons bound as the pH is lowered are 
composites of changes from several processes. Even the simplest model for 
the system must involve at  least five reactions: the opening of A.U and 
G - C  base pairs and the protonation of A, C,  and G residues.’ We may 
neglect protonation of the polynucleotide backbone phosphates in the pH 
range covered in this study.8 The “simplest” model does not provide for 
formation of any acid-stable structures. Thus, our hysteresis results‘ 
imply that it will not be a realistic model for RNA in solutions of low pH. 
Furthermore, as we shall see, a careful examination of the data a t  higher 
pH values indicates that the “simplest” model will not be adequate in 
this pH range either. 
Previous quantitative treatments of RNA titration and melting results 
have involved straightforward analysis of the data in terms of contributions 
from the reactions of the simplest mode1.*s3 We shall show that, as 
expected, this procedure is not adequate for rRNA at  acidic pH. We 
present a new calculation method which assumes the presence of at least 
one unspecified “extra” reaction in addition to those of the simplest model. 
Our approach yields not only the extents of the several reactions at  each 
pH value, but also gives a spectral characterization of the additional 
process(es). The calculations lead us to propose the existence of a t  least 
two acid-stable conformations, one of which corresponds to the metastable 
structure which we discussed in our previous article. ’ An important 
feature of our new method is that it predicts spectral characteristics for the 
metastable structure which are consistent with the experimental data 
presented in that article. 
While the pH values used in this study are not physiological, it is con- 
ceivable that rRNA, when combined with proteins to form the ribosome, 
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might assume one or more of the proposed acid-stable structures. Further- 
more, the pH-induced conformational changes considered here may be 
related to temperature- and ionic strength-induced structural transitions 
seen in 5s-RNAS and in tRNA’O, the nature of which is not yet fully 
elucidated. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The rRNA was a mixture of 16s and 23s particles, from E. coli strain 
Details of RNA preparation as well as a description of buffers MRE6OO. 
and of titration procedures have been given previously.’ 
RESULTS 
The results of the potentiometric titrations are presented in Figure 1, 
while spectrophotometric data are given in Figures 2 and 3. Absorbance 
results are presented for two ionic strengths (I = 0.1M and 0.01M NaC1). 
It is seen from Figure 1 that upon titration with acid from neutral solution 
one curve is obtained (the “acid branch” of the hysteresis loop), while a 
different curve (the “base branch”) is followed upon addition of base to 
a low pH solution. Similar results are found in the optical titrationsl-we 
present here only the acid branch data, for which most of our calculations 
will be performed. We have previously reported that absence of Mg++ 
ions causes the hysteresis to disappear, giving only one titration curve, 
which coincides with the acid.branch (Fig. 2 ) .  In  the presence of Mg++, 
no hysteresis loop is observed unless the pH is reduced at least to below 
pH 3.8. .We will make use of certain features of the hysteresis cycle in 
the analysis which follows. 




3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
PH 
Fig. 1. Potentiometric titration of unfractionated E.  coli rltNA. Experimental con- 
ditions: T = 20”C, buffer 0.099M NaCl, 0.001M Na cacodylate, RNA concentration 
-4 X 10-8 M \PI. The lower curve is the acid branch, the upper curve the base branch 
from pH 2.8. 
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Fig. 2. Spectroph'otometric titration of unfractionated E. coli rRNA. Experimental 
conditions: T = 20°C, buffer 0.099M NaC1, 0.001M Na cacodylate ("2 X lo-' M 
MgCL). All data have been converted to a standard RNA concentration of lo-* M [PI. 
Each curve shown is the acid branch of the hysteresis loop. 
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3.0 4.0 SO 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 3. Spectrophotometric titration of unfractionated E .  coli rRNA. Experimental 
conditions: T = 2OoC, buffer 0.009M NaCl, 0.001M Na cacodylate. All data have 
been converted to a standard RNA concentraLion of M [PI. Each curve shown is 
the acid branch of the hysteresis loop. 
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We also note evidence that the events which occur in acidic solution are 
not caused by aggregation of the RNA molecules. This important conclu- 
sion is based on sedimentation measurements’ and on the observation 
that the hysteresis phenomenon exists over a wide range of RNA concentra- 
tions. Thus, analysis of our titration data yields information about 
intramolecular conformational changes in rRNA. 
Titration Data in the pH Range 5 < pH < 7 
Close inspection of the absorbance and proton-binding data in Figures 1 
and 2 indicates, even without calculations, that the “simplest” model for 
the system will not hold at  high pH, in I = 0.1M solutions. This rather 
unexpected observation will be discussed in some detail because, due to 
the assumptions inherent in analysis of optical data, we do not wish t o  
lightly reject what seems to be the most likely “simplest” model. 
The many previous studies of RNA and synthetic polynucleotides imply 
that, of the reactions in the “simplest” model, the most probable at  high 
pH are the prot>onation of C and A residues.8 Cox3 has estimated that the 
pK for cytosine residues in unstacked single-stranded (amorphous) segments 
of RNA is about 4.7, compared with 4.3 for CMP.3p11 (Abbreviations 
used : CR4P, cytidine-5’-phosphate; AMP, adenosine-5’-phosphate; GMP, 
guanosine-5‘-phosphate.) If one attributes the increase in pR of 0.4 unit 
to the “polyelectrolyte effect” of the phosphate backbone,8*l2 then one can 
assign a value for the pII (in single-stranded regions) of adenine residues to  
be about 4.2 (cf. 3.8 for AMP’l) and for guanine residues to be about 2.8 
(cf. 2.4 for G1\/IP13-14). A residue participating in a Watson-Crick base pair 
will accept protons only at a pH lower than that for the corresponding 
amorphous residuela if indeed protons can at all be bound to such paired 
residues in polyribonucleotides. 
The data in Figures 2a-2c show significant increases in absorbance at  
X = 300 mp and X = 290 mp over the pH range 7-5 on the acid branch, 
but only a small increase at  = 280 mp. We shall see below that the 
spectral changes accompanying the protonation of adenine are negligible. 
It will also be shown that when cytosine residues are protonated the 
extinction changes at Thus, 
we might suspect the presence of another reaction which lowers the ab- 
sorbance at X = 280 mp. Such a reaction should also explain the decrease 
in absorbance a t  X = 270, 265, and 260 mp. 
That C residues are indeed being protonated is evident from the data 
for the number of protons bound per phosphate (H+/[PJ) versus pH (Fig. 
1). ([PI denotes phosphate residues of the polynucleotide backbone.) 
The value of H+/[P] at  about pH 5 is, perhaps, higher than one might 
have expected on the basis of the pK values given above. It should be 
noted that the binding of significant numbers of protons at  high pH was 
also observed by Cox and Littauer.7 Proteins, which were present to 
<1%, cannot account for the proton-binding results. The H+/[P] data 
are satisfactorily explained, however, if roughly equal amounts of A and 
= 290 mp and h = 280 mp are about equal. 
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C are protohated in the pH range 7-5. This is likely to  be the case because, 
while the pK of C exceeds that of A, the fractions of amorphous residues 
which are C and A can be shown to  be about 9% and 31%, respectively 
(based on our assumptions about helical fractions at pH 7). These 
numbers will, of course, vary if we use different values for the helical frac- 
tions a t  pH 7 but any reasonable choices will not contradict our conclusion 
that protonation of A alone cannot give the observed H+/[P] results, and 
thus there must be substantial protonation of C residues. [The number 
of amorphous A residues could be increased by opening of A.U base pairs, 
but this would give increases in A2y0, AZG5, and A2@ (see below), contrary 
to  observation.] 
Thus, for solutions of 0.1M ionic strength the absorbance changes for 
rRNA in the pH range 7-5 are not those from the predicted protonation 
of C. We note that this is not the case for tRNA. We report below that 
upon titration of unfractionated E. coli tRNA, spectral changes at high 
pH values can be accounted for by cytosine protonation alone. We con- 
clude, then, that a t  high pH there must occur in rRNA (but not in tRNA) 
some hitherto unexpected reaction(s). 
Quantitative Analysis of the “Acid Branch” of the Titration Cycle 
The measured number of protons bound is the sum of the numbers 
bound to  A, C, and G residues. Likewise, for each wavelength measured 
we may formally represent the measured absorbance change, AAx (per cm) , 
a t  each pH by an equation of the forma>l5 
where A refers to  changes between pH 7 and the pH of interest, and the 
summation is over all processes to  be considered. In  Eq. (l), Cf is the 
concentration of a base or base pair involved in process i, e r  is the change 
in extinction (on a molar basis) accompanying reaction i, and is the 
fractional extent t o  which reaction i has proceeded. For example, if i 
represents the protonation of G residues, 
G + H +  = GH+ 
then 
CG = overall concentration of G residues in solution 
x x 
eGH + = E’protonated - e unprotonsted 
form form 
A ~ G H +  = difference in degree of ionization of G between pH 7 and the 
Thus the product CG+A&X+ equals the total number of G residues which 
have been protonated as a result of the pH change. 
Our analytical procedure is based largely on equations of type (1) from 
which we extract values of the extents of reaction, A&. We must thus 
pH of interest. 
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carefully consider how well equations of this form may be expected to  ap- 
proximate reality. 
Validity of Eq. ( 1 )  
Single-Strand Stacking. The summation in Eq. (1) does not directly 
provide for any contributions to  AAx from changes in the extent of single- 
strand base stacking which may occur as the pH is lowered. (Some ef- 
fects of stacking might conceivably have been incorporated into the ex- 
tinction changes for base pair opening, E ~ U  and e&, but these will be esti- 
mated for transitions in which the opened bases are totally unstacked.) 
Gra tzeP and Boedtker” have concluded from optical rotatory dispersion 
and absorbance data that while there is probably an appreciable amount of 
stacking in RNA single strands a t  pH 7, the effect of the single-strand 
stacks on the absorbance is quite small. The degree of single-strand stack- 
ing in RNA will be considerably lower than that found in the homopoly- 
nucleotides poly(A), poly(C), and poly(G), since evidence from di- and 
trinucleotide studies implies that certain bases tend to  cause destacking 
when part of heterogeneous sequences.18s19 As the pH is lowered, double- 
helical regions in RNA will break down to single strands, thus providing 
more bases which could potentially be stacked. However, the small hypo- 
chromism from such stacking will be reduced by the tendency of protonated 
residues to  destack.1sp20 Furthermore, at acidic pH values the hypochromic 
contributions from those bases which were (partially) stacked a t  pH 7 
will be lessened due to  H+-induced destacking. Thus, while we do not 
quantitatively account for changes in the degree of stacking as the pH is 
decreased, it appears that we are justified in neglecting this effect. 
Additivity of Spectral Changes for Simultaneous Processes. Implicit 
in Eq. (1) is the assumption that spectral changes arising from the several 
molecular processes may be combined linearly to  yield the observed AAx.  
This assumption appears valid for the opening of base pairs in both DNA21 
and in RNA’s.22-24 Spectral changes upon ionization are also likely to  
contribute to  the total AAx in an additive manner. 
End Effects. A dependence of hypochromicity upon chain length for 
short helixes was attributed by Rich and T i n o ~ o ~ ~  to “fraying” a t  the ends 
of the double helixes. The effect of “frayed” ends is, of course, larger 
for molecules with numerous short helical stretches, and i t  may mean that 
the estimates of total helical content in RNA at pH 7 are somewhat in 
error. It will be seen below that such errors will influence our quantita- 
tive results but not our qualitative conclusions. We assume that the 
“frayed” end of a helical segment behaves as if i t  has “partial” base pairs, 
whose spectral contribution is linearly related both to  the fractions of time 
the base pair spends in the closed and open configurations, and to  the spec- 
tral changes which accompany the opening of such a base pair in a full 
double-helical region. 
Thus, under the above assumptions we will use Eq. (1) to  represent for- 
mally the complex optical changes which accompany titration of RNA. 
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The applicability of this equation will then depend on our evaluation of the 
quantities & and on whether we have included all appropriate processes in 
the summation. 
Evaluation of Extinction Changes, E: 
We now turn to the task of determining, by critical analysis of data in the literature, 
values for the extinction changes accompanying each process in our molecular model. 
These changes for five particular reactions are very important for our analysis so they 
will be discussed in some detail. The values actually used in our calculations are given 
in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Extinction Changes, ti, Accompanying the Reactions of t,he 
“Simplest,” Titration Model” 
Reaction 
~ 
$ O 0  x 10-3 
x 1 0 - 3  
,psO x 10-3 
, T 7 0  x 10-3 
,:65 x 10-3 
,H60 x 10-3 
300 Ci€? O O 
290 C,E? O 
280 c,p O 
270 c,q O 
265 Czef 


















































Values of E for A protonation are taken to be zero at all wavelengths of interest. 
Values of c for C and G protonation reactions are per mole of nucleotide residues. 
Values of t for G.C and A.U base pair opening are per mole of base pairs. 
Extinction Changes upon Opening o j  A .  U and G.C Base Pairs 
We seek values for the extinction changes, &u and &, which accompany the reac- 
tions A.U = A + U and G.C = G + C. The unpaired bases in the final state are 
taken to  be completely unstacked. These & values were taken from the work of Cox,16 
who derived them from spectral analysis of two species of double-helical RNA. (Small 
values given by Cox for a t  A = 280, 290, and 300 mp are neglected.) These C; are 
likely to approximate reality more closely than those deduced from model polynucleo- 
tide ~ystems*a*2~,28 because (a) they are derived from heterogeneous nucleic acids and 
thus may average out any sequence dependences which might be present, and (b) their 
evaluation is not hindered by self-association or extensive stacking interactions of the 
homopolynucleotides such as poly(G) or poly(A). In any case, Cox’s values for riu 
and &c do not differ greatly from those derived from model systems. 
Extinction Changes upon the Protonation of A ,  C, and G Residues 
It has generally been assumed that the spectral changes accompanying protonation of 
the mononucleotides can be applied without modification to the protonation of bases in 
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RNA, and that the ionization spectra are the same whether the base is in a single- or 
doublestranded region. We have checked this assumption using data available from 
the literature, and we find that it is valid for the wavelengths which are used in this 
study. 
Extinction Changes Accompanying the Reaction A + H +  = AH+. The protonated 
and unprotonated forms of AMP show little difference in ultraviolet absorbance over 
the range 230 < A < 300.29 It is difficult to check whether this is true for AMP incor- 
porated into polynucleotides because poly (A) undergoes a coil-helix transition with 
formation of A. A double helixes at about pH 5..5-6.0m.31 Nevertheless, spectrophoto- 
metric titrations of poly(A) in this laboratory (M. Spodheim, unpublished data) show 
only very small changes in absorbance a t  all X both above and below the pH range of the 
coil-helix reaction. It is known that single-stranded poly(A) binds a few protons b e  
fore undergoing the transition, and that many protons are added to  doublehelical 
poly(A) as the pH is l o ~ e r e d . ~ l J ~  Thus, these data imply that we can neglect spectral 
changes due to adenine protonation regardless of the structure in which the A is in- 
volved. The assumption that CAI<+ = 0 at all wavelengths simplifies Eq. (I), but also 
means that the extent of A protonation cannot be derived spectrophotometrically but 
must be inferred from the proton-binding results. 
Extinction Changes Accompanying the Reaction C + H + = CH +. We wish to check 
if the spectral changes upon cytosine protonation are independent of whether the base is 
in a mononucleotide (CMP) or is in a single- or double-stranded polynucleotide. Spec- 
tral data for the protonation of C residues in single-stranded polymers could come from 
studies on an amorphous polynucleotide, poly(UC) (CMP:UMP = 1:s) Cox3 has 
reported preliminary titrations with this material, but spectral data are not presented. 
The extensive titration results of Hartman and Rich33 can be used to derive the protona- 
tion spectrum of cytosine in poly(C). Treatment of the data is complicated by optical 
changes accompanying the formation of double-stranded poly(C), at about pH 5.6 (in 
0.1M NaCl solution, T = 25OC). ' 
Only a few protons are bound to single-stranded poly(C) prior to the coil-helix reac- 
tion, so accurate data for the protonation spectrum of C in the single-stranded form are 
not available. There is, however, a substantial uptake of protons by double-helical 
poly(C) as the pH is lowered from pH 5.5 to  about pH 3.2. It appears that the double 
helix begins to be destabilized when the number of protons bound exceeds one per base 
pair (this occurs at about pH 4.5) and eventually the double helix is disrupted at about 
pH 3. It is not entirely correct to  consider that the ultraviolet absorbance date which 
Hartman and give for the pH region 5.5-3.2 reflect only protonation of C in the 
double helix, for these authors also mention X-ray studies3* which indicate structural 
differences between poly(C) double helixes at pH 5.5 and 4.0. Thus, part of the optical 
density change may arise from destabilization of the helical structure a t  low pH. Never- 
theless, such structural changes should be small between pH 5.5 and 4.5, and combina- 
tion of the proton binding and spectral data permits evaluation of molar extinction 
changes upon protonation of cytosine in the C.C double helix. It is found that these 
LCH+ values are close to the values for CMP2Q except at X = 300 mp, Since there is no 
obvious way to  choose between the possible values of LCB + at X = 300 mp, some calcda- 
tions for RNA were made using different values for this quantity (see below). As was 
the case for adenine, we do not have a direct measure of the cytosine protonation spec- 
trum when the base is in a singlestranded polymer. Nevertheless, the data of Hartman 
and RichS3 for C in a more complex double-helical structure imply that the CMP proton- 
ation spectrum may be a good approximation for cytosine in all polynucleotide forms. 
To conclude this section, we note the recent work of Cox, Kanagalingam, and Suther- 
lands6 in which i s  given the absorbance spectrum obtained upon heating to 95OC a 
double-helical virus-like RNA at  pH 3.6. The authors quantitatively account for this 
spectrum by summing contributions from the opening of A.U and G.C base pairs, and 
from the protonation of C residues, using data for CMP and an estimated value for the 
extent of cytosine protonation. Further support for the use of the CMP protonation 
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difference spectrum for cytosine in polynucleotides is derived from our titration of 
tRNA. As the pH is decreased from pH 7 to  pH 5, the most likely reaction occurring 
in tRNA solutions is the ionization of C residues. We found that absorbance changes in 
this pH range parallel rather closely the changes seen upon protonation of CMP. 
Extinction Changes Accompanying the Reaction G + H+ = GH+. The tendency of 
oligo and poly(G) to aggregate to helical structures involving an undetermined number 
of strands13*”J’ has resulted in a paucity of spectral data for the protonation of guanine 
in polynucleotides. Therefore, we assume that the GMP protonation difference spec- 
trum20 applies to  G in RNA molecules, an assumption which is quite reasonable in light 
of our observations that the AMP and CMP spectra do adequately represent the situa- 
tion for the protonation of A and C in more complex structures. 
This completes our choice of spectral parameters for five important reactions which 
will occur as RNA is titrated with acid. The values of these parameters are crucial for 
the quantitative analysis to follow. We will defer discussion of absorbance changes ac- 
companying any other possible reactions-these quantities will be needed only for more 
qualitative considerations. 
Calculations Using the “Simplest” Model for the Titration System 
As noted above, the least complicated analysis of RNA titration data 
over the pH range from 7.0 to 2.6 must incorporate at  least five processes- 
the opening of A . U  and G.C base pairs and the protonation of A, C, and 
G residues? We have pointed out that this model is probably not suffi- 
ciently complex to account for RNA titration behavior. Nevertheless, 
we shall perform calculations using this “simplest” model both to introduce 
our new procedure and to check that the computation method is sensitive 
enough to warrant use of a more complicated model. Thus, since hydro- 
gen binding to A is not observed spectrophotometrically, we may attempt 
to analyze the optical data by writing Eq. (1) for each of four wavelengths 
and solving for the four unknowns, A t i .  But before this can be done we 
must briefly clarify our nomenclature. 
The absorbance data has all been converted to that for a solution having 
a standard concentration of 10-4M [PI. From the overall base composition 
of E. coli rRNA (Ref. 6, p. 40) we find that the concentrations of the four 
bases are 
CC = 0.218 X 10-4M 
CG = 0.322 X 10-4M 
CA = 0.250 X 10-4M 
cu = 0.210 x 10-4114 
We define the fractions of reaction, Aft ,  as follows, where A refers to the 
difference between the extent at the pH in question and the extent at pH 7. 
A ~ C H  +, A ~ G H  + = change in the fraction of protonated C or G residues 
- A ~ G C  = change in the fraction of C residues which are involved in 
- 6 . 5 ~ ~  = cha.nge in the fraction of A residues which are involved in 
G - C base pairs 
A-U base pairs 
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The reason for defining A ~ G C  and A ~ A U  in this way is that while each 
term in Eq. (1) contains a concentration factor as well as a A t i  factor, 
we do not have very accurate knowledge of the actual numbers of G - C  and 
A.U base pairs a t  pH 7. By defining A ~ G C  and A ~ A U  as above, we can use 
Cc and CA as the concentration factors, which elimir,ates uncertainty in 
the C ,  values for the base-pair openings. Note that we now must use 
ehc and E ~ U  per base pair, as given in Table I. 
u h  = (cc& +) . A ~ C H  + + (CG& +) . A[GH + 
Thus we have 
+ (Ccehc). A ~ G C  + (CAE~U) . A ~ A U  (la) 
Using values for e l  in Table I and C ,  values for our standard solution 
([PI = 10-4M) we can write, for the six wavelengths at which measure- 
ments were taken: 
AA3oo = 0.087Atc~ + + O.O~OA[GH + 
AA290 = 0.172Atc~ + + 0.060&~ + + 0.052At~c 
b l 2 8 0  = 0:133&~+ + 0.14OAt~c (2) 
A l l 2 7 0  = O.O41Atc~+ - O.O~OA[GH+ + 0.122Al~c + 0.127A[~u 
d 2 6 5  = 0.081At~c + 0.203At~u 
M z e o  = -o .o28A~c~+  0.072At~c + 0.216A[au 
The four unknowns, At,, can be evaluated at each pH value by solving 
(exactly) any four of Eqs. (2). A short computer program was used to 
solve the simultaneous equations at every 0.2 pH unit over the pH range 
7.0-2.6. The usefulness of the five process model was assessed by con- 
sidering the magnitudes and trends of the A& as functions of pH according 
to the foollwing criteria: 
From pK values given earlier (4.7 for C, 4.2 for A, 
2.8 for G) we may conclude that there are essentially no protons bound 
to C, A, or G residues at  pH 7. In the range from pH 7 to pH 5 we expect 
to see a small degree of protonation of A and C, with little opening of base 
pairs. 
Low pH Range. For a double-stranded RNA, Cox et al.35 have found 
that the (sharp) helix-coil transition at  25"C, 0.1M Na+ buffer, occurs very 
near to pH 3, which implies that a t  the lowest pH (= 2.6) in our rRNA 
experiments there should exist virtually no A.U or G . C base pairs. Since 
the simple model being considered does not allow for formation of any 
alternative structures, then all A, C ,  and G residues must be in amorphous 
regions at  low pH. From the pK values we see that A and C residues 
should be about 90-100% protonated at pH 2.6, while G residues should 
be 40-60% protonated (i.e., A ~ A H +  and A[cH+ = 0.9-1.0, A ~ G H +  = 0.4- 
0.6). This estimate checks with the experimental value for A[GH+ at  low 
pH, which was calculated by extrapolating the H+/[P] data to pH 2.6, 
then subtracting off the contributions from CHf and AH+ (assuming these 
High pH Range. 
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bases to be 90-100% protonated) and a small correction for protons bound 
to phosphate residues. 
From the estimates of RNA helix content at  pH 72s43 we may assume 
that about 70% of the bases are involved in double helixes, and that about 
55% of these base pairs are G.C. Thus, for every 1,000 bases, 700 are 
paired (350 base pairs), with 350 X’0.55 = 192 being G.C and the re- 
mainder (158) being A-U base pairs. Of the 1,000 bases, 218 are C and 
250 are A residues. At pH 7 then, the fraction of C residues in G.C base 
pairs is 192/218 = 0.88, and the fraction of A residues involved in A-U 
pairs is 158/250 = 0.63. If all base pairs are opened at  pH 2.6, then at 
this pH we expect A ~ G C  ‘v 0.88 and A ~ A U  ‘v 0.63. 
Intermediate pH Range. We cannot, a priori, predict any A t f  values 
for the pH range 5-3 but at  all pH’s we require that the extents of A, C, and 
G protonation be consistent with the pK’s of the bases in amorphous 
stretches and with our estimates (using A ~ G C  and A ~ A u )  of the total num- 
bers of bases in single-stranded regions. 
Variation of Atf ,  with pH. We require that A t r  change fairly smoothly. 
Rather steep transitions may be expected, but sinusoidal type curves for 
A(, versus pH are unacceptable. 
The computer program was used to solve for each of the four unknowns, 
At,, using data at  four wavelengths. The calculations were performed for 
both I = 0.1M and I = 0.01M results, and different sets of four wave- 
lengths were used, but in no case were the appropriate criteria satisfactorily 
fulfilled. It was not considered proper to vary the values of the ex- 
tinction coefficients since the data could surely have been fit with sixteen 
adjustable parameters. Kevertheless, calculations were made with various 
values of XCH + at X = 300 mp (due to some uncertainty in its value as men- 
tioned above) and also with values slightly different from those in Table 
I to see what effect these changes had on the results. Again, the results 
were unsatisfactory. In general, the computations yielded negative 
values for A ~ G C  at high pH, and failed to give any meaningful trends a t  
lower pH. The final values for At,  at low pH were not close to those 
expected. (Use of a higher value for tp~+ (‘v6 X lo3) did bring A ~ G C  
close to zero at high pH, but this is probably only fortuitous because 
the calculations made withqut using X = 300 mp all give unsatisfactory 
results.) In short, our calculations reveal that, as expected, the “simplest” 
model does not explain the experimental data, and thus our analytical 
procedure appears to be sufficiently sensitive t o  justify using a more com- 
plex model. 
Calculations Using a More Complex Model 
Computation Procedure. If we assume that in our “simplest” model 
we have omitted one process, we can incorporate this proposed reaction 
into our optical analysis by writing, for each wavelength, 
4 
i = l  
AAx = C Citt*Ac, i- XhASz (3) 
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where Atz  is the extent to which the as yet unspecified reaction has occurred 
and X h  is the increment which this reaction adds to the absorbance at 
each wavelength. The summation is over the four reactions of the “sim- 
plest” model. At a given pH, Atz  has the same value for all wavelengths. 
We cannot evaluate X, and Atz  separately, but can determine only their 
product. Nevertheless, we will make use of the shape of the X ,  difference 
spectrum even though we cannot determine its absolute magnitude. 
Our first impulse was to choose a possible reaction, to deduce its ex- 
pected X, difference spectrum from data in the literature and to solve, 
a t  each pH, five equations of type (3) for the five unknowns, At,  and Atz. 
However, each set of X h  which we tried failed to give acceptable results 
a t  all pH values. Because our criteria for acceptability are, in the mathe- 
matical sense, somewhat subjective, it was not possible to systematize 
the procedure of guessing the X ,  difference spectrum and then solving 
simultaneous equations. 
Therefore, we took the following approach. Eqs. (3) were written 
formally, for each of five wavelengths. The actual values for the known 
coefficients Cie? were not inserted; rather, these quantities, along with 
the as yet unknown X,, were represented literally, except that those 
CieZ which were previously taken as zero (Table I) were set equal to zero 
to  make the algebra somewhat more tractable. By the usual and laborious 
method of Cramer’s rule, the equations were solved for the five unknowns, 
At,  and Atz, in terms of the coefficients (including X , )  and the measured 
absorbances, AA,. 
Let us first consider the algebraic solutions for Atf  (where i (=) CH+, 
GHf, GC, or AU). These quantities may be expressed in the form 
where 
I n  Eq. (4a), f, and g, are functions of the set of known coefficients, { C $ } ,  
for the four reactions of our “simplest” model, and also are linear functions 
of the set of measured absorbance differences {AA,] ,  while K1 and Kz 
depend only on the known coefficients { C j 4 } .  The factor R,  is seen from 
Eq. (4b) to be the ratio of j i  to g,, except that wherever AA, might appear 
in j f  or gf in Eq. (4a) it is replaced by X , .  Thus, the entire dependence of 
A t f  on the unknown X ,  difference spectrum is contained in R,. 
Our procedure then is to guess values of Ri which give results for the 
A€, which are satisfactory in terms of the criteria discussed earlier. It 
will be seen that in most cases the values of A& are quite sensitive to the 
choice of R,, so that the R, can be determined within strict limits. Now, 
each R, is a function of the five unknown X ,  coefficients. However, 
because it is not possible to determine the absolute values of the { X ,  1, 
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we may arbitrarily fix the value of one X , ,  leaving us with four unknown 
X,, which can be evaluated from the four R,  we have chosen. In this way, 
we extract the difference spectrum, { X , ) ,  of the unknown reaction, from 
which we hope to deduce the nature of the reaction. 
Finally, one can solve for the extent (in arbitrary units) of the extra 
reaction, which is of form 
1 K1*g,((C&], ( AAx)) + K z . f i < { c d ] i  ( A A h ) )  (5) 
g i<{  Cj+) i { X ,  ]I K I  + K,.Ri AEz = 
where i may correspond to any of the four reactions of the “simplest” 
model. 
To make these ideas more concrete, it may be of value to give explicitly 
the form of the functions Kl and f,. Thus, using the five wavelengths h = 
300, 290, 280, 270, and 265 mp, 
K1 = (cCe3cOR+)(CGe~~+)(Cce2G80C) - ( C G e ~ ~ + ) ( C C e ~ + ) ( C C e ~ )  
+ (CG~%+)  (CceEk) (Cc&% +) (6) 
(K,  is similar but more complex and includes coefficients of the A - U  
reaction.) 
As an example of the function f,, we use fCH +, for the cyt*osine protona- 
tion reaction. Then, using AA, values for the pH of interest, 
fCH+({ Cje;), {AA,]) = AA300.(CG&+)(CC&) 
- Mwo. (CG$R+)(Cc&%) + A A ~ ~ ~ ( C G ~ % + )  (CceE’b) (7) 
(@H+ is similar but more complex and includes coefficients of the h.U 
reaction as well as AAz,o and AA265.) 
Since the R, ratios contain f, and g i  expressions similar to that of Eq. (7) 
(replacing AA, with X,)  it is easy to see that the assignment of numerical 
values to the Ri will lead to readily solvable linear equations in the ( X , } .  
This calculation procedure was applied to our absorbance data for RNA 
solutions of 0.1M and 0.01M ionic strength (Figs. 2 and 3). The proton 
binding data (Fig. 1) were used to compute the degree of adenine protona- 
tion. The quantities f, and gi in Eqs. (4a) were evaluated for each of the 
four processes of the “simplest” model by using the extinction coefficients 
from Table I and the appropriate AA, values from Figures 2 and 3 at h = 
300, 290, 280, 270, and 265 mp. Then the values of A[, were computed 
at pH intervals of 0.2 unit for a series of choices of R,. The criteria applied 
to the “simplest” model calculations could be used to determine the 
final choices of R,  here because (a) it is likely that any acid-stable struc- 
ture will not hinder proton binding to  A, C, or G, since formation of such 
structures is encouraged by protonation of these r e s i d u e ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  and (b) we 
assume that regardless of any acid-stable structures which may be formed 
at low pH, virtually all GC and AU base pairs will have opened at pH 2.635 
so that we again have A[GC N 0.8 and A[AU N 0.6. 
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TABLE I1 
Final Choices for the Quantities Ri (Acid Branch Titrations) 
z = 0.1M z = 0.01M, 














After the final choices were made for RcH+, RGH+, RGC, and RAU, the 
X A  difference spectrum was computed by assigning the value X300 = +O. 100 
and solving four simultaneous equations of form 
hi(Xz90, Xzm, Xz70, XZBS) = Ri (4b’) 
Finally, Atx was calculated using Eq. (5 ) .  
A further check on the results was obtained from the data at  an addi- 
tional wavelength, X = 260 mp. Using Eq. (3) for X = 260 mp and having 
determined the A,$, and Atx, one can solve for xZ60 at each pH. This 
coefficient should fit reasonably well with the {XA[ a t  the other wave- 
lengths, and xZ60 should not vary with pH (unless the Ri are chosen to be 
functions of pH). 
Results of the Calculations. Eq. (4a) shows that the At, are expressed 
as fractions, in which R, appears in both numerator and denominator. 
For the extinction changes given in Table I, the functional form of A t i  
causes the calculated A,$, to be quite sensitive to the choice of R,; thus, a 
change in Ri of +5% causes a significant shift in the At ,  values. The 
final choices of R, are displayed in Table 11. We see that one set of Rt 
values is adequate to account for the I = 0.01M data a t  all pH’s. How- 
ever, this is not the case for the I = 0.1M results, for which we present 
two sets of R,, one which fits the data at low pH, and one which fits the data 
at  higher pH. The need for two sets of R, at I = 0.1M was anticipated 
above when we pointed out that the existence of hysteresis leads us to ex- 
pect an acid-stable structure at low pH, while at  higher pH an unexpected 
structure, not necessarily the same as the low p H  structure, seems necessary 
to explain the data. It is important to note that the R, values for the I = 
0.01M data are the same as those which describe the I = 0.1M data at  low 
pH, while the R, values for the I = 0.1M results at high pH give unsatis- 
factory results for the I = 0.01M case. 
Calculated values for the quantities A[, are shown in Figures 4 and 5 .  
Figure 4 gives A & H +  computed with the help of the I = 0.141 proton 
binding data (we have not measured H+/[P] at  I = 0.01M). The results 
a t  I = 0.1M (Fig. 4) were derived using the “low-pH” set of R, for pH 3.0- 
2.6, and the “high-pH” set of R, for pH > 3.8, while the A t r  at pH 3.6-3.2 
were evaluated using averages of these Ris. This procedure is based on 
the observation that the hysteresis sets in only if one titrates with acid to 
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Fig. 4. Results of calculations for 1 = 0.1M solution (acid branch). These graphs 
show the changes in extent of reaction for the five processes of the "simplest" titration 
model. The symbols 0 are the calculated values at every 0.2 pH unit, 'the lines are 
drawn by eye through these points. 
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Fig. 5. Results of calculations for I = 0.01M solution (acid branch). These graphs 
show the changes in extent of reaction for four processes of the "simplest" model. (Lack 
of proton binding data at I = 0.01M prevented evaluation of A[*=+.) The symbols 0 
are the calculated values at every 0.2 pH unit, the lines are drawn by eye through these 
points. 
pH < 3.8. We assume that formation of the low pH structure is responsible 
for the hysteresis effect' and thus this structure is not present above pH 
3.8. We also assume that the high-pH structure is likely to disappear a t  
lower pH-we somewhat arbitrarily take it to be totally eliminated by pH 
3.0. In the pH range 3.6-3.2, we assume that there exists a mixture of the 
two structures. 
Figure 6 shows the difference spectra of the "extra" reactions, calculated 
using the two sets of R,. The extents of the "extra" reactions, AtZ (in 
arbitrary units), for the two ionic strengths are shown in Figure 7. 
Before we discuss the interpretation of these results in terms of possible 
RNA conformations, it is worthwhile to consider how much faith we can 
place in these detailed numerical calculations. We first consider the 
reliability of the R, values. It has been noted that for any acceptable. 
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260 280 300 
X ( m p )  
Fig. 6. Spectral changes (in arbitrary units) accompanying the proposed “extra” re- 
actions. Curve (a) corresponds to  the structure formed at low pH in I = 0.1M solution 
and a t  all pH values in I = 0.01M solution. Curve (b) corresponds to the structure 
formed at high pH in I = 0.1M solution. For both spectra the magnitude of X ~ C O  has
been taken to be 0.100; note that vertical scales for curves (a) and (b) are not identical. 
As drawn, curves (a) and (b) imply that X X  represent changes upon dissociation of the 
“extra” structure (and thus correspond to the data in Figure 8). 
set of Ati  values, the Rz computed using the extinction changes in Table I 
are known to better than &5%. The { X X )  difference spectra in Figure 6 
are not qualitatively modified by variations in Ri of this magnitude. 
The computations of x 2 6 0  provide an independent check which increases 
our confidence in our procedures. First, we find that x 2 6 0  does not vary 
substantially with pH for the I = 0.01M calculations. Furthermore, this 
X2GO value is within 10% of the value extracted from analysis of the I = 
0.1M data at low pH, which implies that the results at the two ionic 
strengths are consistent. It can be inferred from Figure 6 that this x 2 6 0  
value differs considerably from that for the high pH structure formed in 
I = 0.1M solution. 
To check the sensitivity of the R, values to our choices of extinction 
changes, a series of calculations was made in which all but one Cief value 
were taken from Table I, while the odd Girl was changed by +0.010. 
These computations in general showed that no significant changes in Ri 
are needed even if the values of Ci& in Table I are not exactly correct. 
In any event, the Ciel values in Table I were deduced before the Ri 
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3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
P H  
Fig. 7. Extents of the proposed “extra” reactions (in arbitrary units). (a) Z = 0.1M 
solution. Symbols are for the “high-pH” structure, o for the “low-pH” structure. 
It is assumed that above pH 3.8 only the “high-pH” structure is formed and that this 
structure disappears at  lower pH. We arbitrarily take it to be fully eliminated at  pH 
3.0. Below pH 3.0, only the “low-pH” structure is present. For 3.0 < pH < 3.8 a 
mixture of structures is assumed to exist. It is not possible to determine the absolute 
magnitudes of the Atz; thus the and 0 values are not necessarily directly comparable, 
since they may correspond to different vertical scales. (b) Z = 0.01M solution. 
analysis was attempted, and it is gratifying that these coefficients lead to 
sets of Ri which satisfactorily account for our data. 
The results presented in Figures 4, 5, and 7 quantitatively describe, in 
full, the acidic titration behavior of rRNA. It is clear that the numerical 
values we have given may be improved as better values for the extinction 
changes become available, and as more is learned about the assumption 
of additivity of optical effects, stacking, etc. While we will not a t  this 
time make further use of our A[ results, we nevertheless feel that the 
calculations are of value as an illustration of the power of our computation 
method. Although there are four R, parameters which may be adjusted, 
the requirements imposed on these R, are quite stringent. We have con- 
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fidence in the actual numbers we have derived, first because these were the 
result of combining data from careful spectrophotometric and potentio- 
metric measurements, and second because the results can be reasonably 
interpreted on the basis of RNA conformations which can quite possibly 
exist in acidic solution. 
Analysis of the “Base Branch” of the Titration Cycle (Z = 0.1M) 
The calculation procedures we have used to  analyze RNA structural 
changes upon titration with acid from pH 7 can, in principle, be applied 
to  the base branch of the hysteresis loop. Using data given in a previous 
paper,’ we first verified that the “simplest” model cannot account for the 
base branch results. We then attempted an analysis using the two sets of 
R, deduced for the I = 0.1M acid titration, one set corresponding to  the 
high-pH and the other t o  the low-pH situation. However, the data are 
such that both sets of Ri give acceptable values for the A t i  as functions 
of pH. Our analysis of the acid branch was aided by the observation that 
the titration is reversible down to pH 3.8. No such useful handle is avail- 
able for treating the base branch-we were unable to  discern a reversible 
region on the base branch, so we could not determine if there is a pH range 
in which only one of the two proposed acid-stable structures is present. 
We conclude then that processes in addition to those of the “simplest” 
model are surely needed to  account for the base branch titration data. 
We can calculate an average value for the extents of these reactions, but 
for the time being i t  is not possible to  compute the relative amounts of 
high-pH or low-pH structure present a t  each pH value on the base branch 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
There are a number of polynucleotide conformations known from 
studies on model systems which might account for our RNA titration 
results. We will consider as possibilities the formation at acidic pH of 
double-helical sequences containing protonated A. A, C . C, or G . G base 
pairs, or of triple-stranded regions involving C and G residues. The 
formation of A.2U triple helixes in rRNA is unlikely a t  low pH, as will be 
discussed below. We wish to  compare the derived difference spectra for 
the “extra” reactions (Fig. 6) with the absorbance changes accompanying 
the above-mentioned possible reactions, which are shown in Figure S. 
The spectra in Figure 8 represent absorbance changes due to  the ‘(extra” 
reactions alone. The optical effects of any proton binding which may 
accompany the reaction have been deducted, since these contributions to  
the measured absorbance are already contained in the summation term in 
Eq- (3). 
Proposed Structures in Z = 0.1M (Low pH) and in Z = 0.01M Solutions 
Cox and K a t c h a l ~ k y , ~ ~  in their description of hysteresis in rRNA, have 
discussed the possibility of A.A and C . C  formation a t  low pH, while 
Mitra and E i a e ~ b e r g ~ ~  invoke C . C  structures to  explain the pH-dependence 
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Fig. 8. Spectral changes, derived frbm literature data, for “extra” reactions which 
could take place during rRNA titration. (a) Dissociation of A.A.base pairs (the reac- 
tion helix - unstacked coil). Derived from the work of Helmkamp and Ts’o [Biochim. 
Biophys. Acta, 55, 601 (1962)l and also by combining data of Fresco and Klemperer30 
and of Steiner and Beers“ with that of Voet et al. [Biopolymers, 1, 193 (1963)l. Con- 
tribvtions from double helix unwinding and from destacking are roughly equal in mag- 
nitude a t  all wayelengths. Thus, this curve gives the shape of the absorbance difference 
spectrum for the dissociation of A.A base pairs into either the stacked or unstacked con- 
formation. (b) Dissociation of G.G base pairs.13 (c) Dissociation of GGGC aggregates 
[S. K. Podder, Eur. J .  Biochem., 22, 467 (1971)l. (d) Dissociation of C.C base pairs. 
Curve I represents spectral changes which accompany the reaction poly(C).poly(C) - 
2 poly(C) (stacked) after correction for absorbance changes due to  deprotonation of C 
re~idues.3~ Curve I1 is the difference spectrum for opening of C.C base pairs to un- 
stacked single-stranded residues (derived by combining curve I with data of Helmkamp 
and Ts’o for single-strand poly(C) destacking [Biochim. Biophys. Acta, 55,  601 (1962)l. 
(e) Dissociation of poly(C) + GMP complex [M.-Th. Sarocchi, Y. Courtois, and-W. 
Guschlbauer, Eur. J .  Biochem., 14, 411 (1970)l. (f) Dissociation of 2C: 1G complex.52 
of the sedimentation coefficient for TYMV RNA (which is rich in cytosine 
residues). (Abbreviation used: TYMV RNA denotes the ribonucleic acid 
from turnip yellow mosaic virus.) However, we feel that C.C regions are 
not likely to  persist in I = 0.1M solution at pH 2.6 because the results of 
Hartman and Rich33 imply that the poly(C).poly(C) double helix is 
destabilized at pH 5 3, and any oligo C.oligo C stretches in RNA should 
be even less stable than the longer polymers. The 2 poly(A) = poly- 
(A) .poly(A) coil-helix transition is reversible,”*41 so it seems unlikely that 
A.A rich regions can account for the hysteresis properties of rRNA. 
Nevertheless, the formation of such structures in rRNA at low pH is a 
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definite possibility. It is likely that A-A regions increase in stability a t  
low pH, since the melting temperature of poly(A).poly(A) appears to 
increase monotonically with the degree of p r ~ t o n a t i o n . ~ ~  
We wish to call attention to the possibility of forming G .G rich regions 
at low pH. We have proposed elsewhere' that double-helical stretches 
rich in G . G base pairs may be responsible for the hysteresis observed for 
rRNA. It is of interest that both 16s and 235 E. coli rRNA molecules 
possess a large percentage of G residues,6 so that G-rich stretches may well 
be available for reaction. The recent work of Fellner and associates43-" 
on the sequencing of 16s E. coli rRNA reveals the presence of sequences of 
seven to ten G residues interrupted only once by a different base, and of 
even longer regions consisting only of A and G residues. These workers 
also demonstrate the existence of (A,G)-rich homologous sequences in E.  
coli rRNA. 
Furthermore, direct evidence concerning the spectral changes for the 
low pH reaction has been obtained.' We may attribute absorbance dif- 
ferences at 80°C betw-een iso-pH solutions on different branches of the 
hysteresis loop to the spectral changes which characterize formation of 
the low pH structure. The difference spectrum in Figure 6a, deduced from 
our analysis of titration data at  T = 20°C, is consistent with the difference 
spectra in Figures 7a and 7b of Ref. 1, which were derived from the results 
at T = 80°C. Comparing these spectra with that given in Figure 8a 
shows that spectral changes for the low-pH reaction cannot be explained by 
the formation of A-A base pairs alone. However, the low-pH difference 
spectrum is seen to resemble the spectra for reactions involving G residues 
[Fig. 8 (b,c,e,f)] and is consistent with a combination of spectra for A-A 
and G .G formation. 
We conclude, then, that all evidence taken together strongly indicates 
that the structure formed at  low pH in I = 0.1M solution is a mixture of 
protonated G - G  and A-A regions, in which a major contribution arises 
from the guanine helixes. 
At I = 0.01M, C.C double helixes might be stable at  pH 2.8, since these 
structures are stabilized at lower ionic strength.a3 However, the fact that 
the titration results for I = 0.01M can be explained with the X x  difference 
spectrum corresponding to the G.G and A.A structures proposed for I = 
0.1M, low pH, coupled with the relatively low percentage of C residues in 
E. coli rRNA leads us to conclude that C.C structures are absent at I = 
0.01M. At low ionic strength, then, only G.G and A-A helixes form, and 
these begin to appear at even higher pH values (see Fig. 7b) than in I = 
0.lM solution. 
Proposed Structure at Z = 0.1M (High pH) 
Our high pH results apparently can be explained only by invoking 
another "extra" reaction. Comparison of the X x  difference spectrum in 
Figure 6b with the spectra in Figure 8 leads us to consider that this addi- 
tional high-@ structure also involves guanine residues. 
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Let us first deal with other possible structures which could conceivably 
form. One might propose that structural reorganizations at high pH re- 
sult in a net formation of A - U  or G.C base pairs as the pH is decreased. 
However, since both of these structures are destabilized in acid medium, 
it does not seem that such processes should be facilitated by lowering the 
pH. The formation of A.2U triple helixes by addition of a sequence of U 
residues to a pre-existing A . U  region is not likely in acid m e d i ~ m . ~ l - ~ ~  
Studies on model systems suggest that A.2U triple helixes in rRNA might 
possibly be formed by rearrangement of two A .  U double-stranded regions, 
to yield A.2U plus a stretch of single-stranded protonated A r e s i d ~ e s . ~ I * ~  
However, this reaction shows only a very small absorbance change at X = 
260 mp and thus cannot explain our experimental observations. 
The formation of A - A  or C.C base pairs is also unlikely in RNA a t  
high pH, even through the homopolynucleotides undergo coil-helix transi- 
tions a t  pH 5.5-6.0.33846 The X x  difference spectrum calculated for the 
high-pH structure is not consistent with spectral changes upon formation 
of A . A  sequences (Fig. 8a) or of C - C  sequences (Fig. 8d). While a 
combination of A .A and C . C rich regions might account for our absorbance 
data, we note that a t  pH 7 there are very few C residues in single-stranded 
regions, so it is not probable that significant amounts of C - C  double 
strand can be formed. Furthermore, qualitative considerations also weigh 
against A - A  or C .C  regions being the high-pH “extra” structure. X-ray 
analysis has shown that the strands in poly(A) .poly(A) and poly(C) .- 
poly(C) are paralle1,34~49 while the Watson-Crick base pairing which pre- 
dominates in RNA at high pH involves anti-parallel strands. Our calcu- 
lations predict that the “unknown” structure a t  high pH is formed before 
substantial numbers of A - U  and G . C  base pairs have been opened. This 
observation, along with the compactness of the RNA molecule a t  pH 7 as 
revealed by electron microscopy (see Ref. 50, and also A. Revzin, sub- 
mitted for publication) implies that i t  may not be sterically feasible for 
structures involving parallel strands to  be formed a t  high pH. We note 
that these considerations are relevant to yet another possible high-pH 
process, namely the reaction of two A . U  rich sequences to form an A.2U 
triple helix plus a double-helical A-  A s t r e t ~ h . ~ ? ~ ’  This would involve 
rather extensive strand rearrangements, and seems unlikely in view of the 
probable difficulty in forming parallel A . A  double helixes. 
We are thus led to consider possible structures involving G residues. 
Relatively little is known about the conformations which oligo G and 
poly(G) can assume in solution. It is known that both the oligomers and 
polymers tend to aggregate to extremely stable helical structures, but the 
number and parallelism of the strands has not been determined. Lipsetts2 
has shown that poly(C) and oligo G’s form triple helixes. A number of 
schemes are possible for G .G base pairing, but in the absence of X-ray 
data we cannot predict whether the strands are parallel or anti-parallel (or 
whether both are possible). It is also conceivable that acid-stable G - G  
structures can be formed with the bound proton either directly involved in 
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Fig. 9. Hypothetical model showing how the proposed “high-pH” G . C . G triple- 
strand might form. Structure (b) presumably is stable only if protons are bound to some 
G (or C)  residues (hence (b) does not form at pH 7). The G strands in (b) are seen to  
be anti-parallel. If C and G are interchanged in the base-paired region of (a) we obtain 
a structure of type (b) in which the G strands are parallel. 
a hydrogen bond (as in poly(C) . poly(C)) or else serving to stabilize the 
structure through electrostatic interaction with the backbone of the oppo- 
site strand (as in poly(A) .poly(A)). Finally, while the pK of G is quite 
low, acid-stable structures could be formed even a t  pH 5-6 (as seen from 
the fact that poly(C) and poly(A) form double helixes a t  pH values far 
above the pK values of their amorphous forms). I n  this regard it is 
noteworthy that the titration data of Thiele and Guschlbauer28 reveal 
that poly(G) binds considerably more protons a t  pH 5 than would be ex- 
pected from a pK of 2.8 for guanine residues in single-stranded poly- 
nucleotides. In  short, there are no serious contradictions to our proposal 
that acid-stable conformations involving G are assumed by RNA in the pH 
range 7-5. 
We propose that the “extra” structure at high pH consists of triple- 
stranded regions involving guanine residues. Because of t he predominance 
of G residues in E. coli rRNA, such triple helixes may be of the 2G:lC 
type. P ~ d d e r ~ ~  has shown that oligo G can interact with poly(C) to form 
2G. 1C complexes. Figure 9 indicates how such conformations in rRNA 
might arise by association of neighboring single- and double-strand seg- 
ments. It is clear from reversing the C and G residues in the base-paired 
region of Figure 9a that such a scheme allows the G strands to be parallel or 
anti-parallel to  each other. A triple-stranded polymer complex of stoi- 
chiometry 2C: 1G has been reported a t  acid pH by Thiele and Guschl- 
bauer.28 We cannot reject this as a possible RNA conformation, except 
to observe that C is present in E. coli RNA in considerably smaller amounts 
than is G. Studies on systems containing short C and G chains indicate 
that oligomeric complexes of G and C tend to be triple- rather than double- 
~ t r a n d e d ? ~ . ~ ~  We also note from Figure 9 that a G - G - C  structure formed 
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at high pH could easily rearrange to give the G.G low-pH structure which 
we have discussed above. The failure to  form the proposed triple-helical 
structure in medium of lower ionic strength is attributed to high electro- 
static repulsion between the phosphate backbones in the triple strand. It 
may also be that RNA has less tertiary structure a t  high pH a t  I = 0.01M 
than in I = 0.1M solution, which may hinder the association of the regions 
to  form triple strands. Such effects should overcome any tendency for H+- 
phosphate electrostatic attraction to  stabilize the proposed .multistrand 
structure a t  low ionic strength. 
We might also consider the possibility that the “extra” structure at 
high pH is double-stranded. For this we need to  invoke anti-parallel A-A 
or C . C  structures (which have never been observed), or else anti-parallel 
G.G double helixes. This last possibility cannot be eliminated a priori, 
but i t  should be noted that if such structures do form, they are probably not 
the same G.G stretches we have proposed to  explain the results for pH 
<3.8. The fact that the low-pH structure can exhibit metastability, 
while the high-pH structure does not, indicates that these conformations 
are likely to  be considerably different. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I n  the course of an investigation of RNA hysteresis we have developed a 
new method to  quantitatively analyze the titration behavior of RNA. 
This analysis shows that as the pH is lowered there is a substantial amount 
of acid-stable structure formed (at ionic strengths of 0.1M and 0.01M). 
In  I = 0.1M solution, there is an “extra” structure formed in the pH 
range 6 4 .  On the basis of properties of model systems, we have proposed 
that this structure is a triple helix composed of 1C and 2G strands. As the 
pH is decreased below 3.8, the “high-pH” structure is replaced by a dif- 
ferent acid-stable conformation. We propose that this structure, which 
can exhibit metastability, consists mainly of G .G and A.  A double-helical 
regions. In  solutions of lower ionic strength (I = 0.01M) no triple- 
stranded structure is seen; only the proposed G - G  and A-A double 
helixes are formed as the pH is decreased. 
Our calculations yield predictions for the spectral changes which charac- 
terize the proposed “extra” reactions. These results are consistent with 
experimental difference spectra obtained previously.’ 
The procedures we have developed permit us to  calculate, a t  each pH, the 
extents of A, C, and G protonation, of A - U  and G - C  base pair opening, 
and of acid-stable structure formation. More important than these num- 
bers may be the implications we can draw about the structure of RNA 
under physiological-like conditions. For example, the triple strand we have 
proposed a t  pH 5 could conceivably be formed a t  pH 7 in conjunction with 
the cooperative binding of proteins, and thus might contribute to  ribosome 
conformation. “Native tertiary structure” of ribosomes16 tRNA10*54m56 
and 5s RNAB has been invoked to  explain experimental findings, but its 
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nature has yet to be elucidated. We suggest that in appropriate cases, 
heretofore unpredicted base-base interactions involving G residues may be 
a factor in these “tertiary” structures. 
We wish to  call attention to  the recent work of 
Slegers and Fiers (Biopolymers 12, 2007 (1973)), who have characterized 
a metastable conformation of MS2 RNA in acid medium. They discuss 
structures which may be responsible for the fast-sedimenting MS2 RNA 
particle which is formed at  pH 3.5 under their conditions. 
Note added in proof. 
The authors wish to thank Dr. N. R. Kallenbach for comments on the manuscript. 
This work was supported, in part, by 8; National Science Foundation postdoctoral 
fellowship (granted to A.R.) and by a grant from the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk (to E.N.). 
APPENDIX : SEDIMENTATION COEFFICIENTS AT ACIDIC 
pH FOR E. coli rRNA 
ARNOLD REVZIN 
To supplement our titration studies of rRNA, sedimentation coefficients (S) were de- 
termined as a function of pH. There has been a multitude of previous studies of the 
sedimentation properties of RNA, many of these dealing with the magnitudes of S values 
for the “16s” and “235” species of rRNA.6*5B-5g The presence of divalent cations such 
as Mg + has a marked effect on the measured sedimentation coefficients (for review see 
Ref. 6, p. 34). Variation of S with pH has been investigated by Mitra and K a e ~ b e r g ~ ~  for 
TYMV RNA, and by Studier60 for denatured (single-stranded) DNA. 
Experimental 
Sedimentation coefficients were determined using a Beckman Model E ultracentrifuge 
equipped with ultraviolet optics and a photoelectric scanner. The rotor speed was 
32,000 rpm and the rotor temperature was maintained at  2OOC. 
A stock solution was prepared of M [PI rRNA in pH 7 buffer containing 0.099M 
NaCl, 0.001M Na cacodylate. Immediately prior to the sedimentation run, an aliquot 
of RNA solution was made either 2 X M in EDTA, 
and the solution was then titrated to  the desired pH. For pH values in the range 3.5 5 
pH 5 4.8, 50 pl of acetate buffer (0.1M in Na +) at the appropriate pH were added to 
the titrated solution to insure constant pH during the sedimentation run. Since all ex- 
periments were performed using the same RNA stock solution, the nucleotide concen- 
tration was the same for all runs, except for 3 4 %  dilution during titration. I n  any case, 
variation of S with RNA concentration is very small a t  the low concentrations used 
here, so that the measured S values can be taken as equal to the values a t  infinite dilu- 
ti0n.~9~5~ Sedimentation runs were made on pH 7 solutions at  the beginning and at the 
end of a series of S versus pH, measurements. Boundary analysis of sedimentation data 
for these solutions showed no measurable degradation of RNA in the stock solution in the 
time during which the series of measurements was made. 
M in Mg++ ions or 5 X 
Results 
Figure 10 shows the results of a typical sedimentation boundary analysis. It is seen 
that traces taken a t  different times during the run yield the same results. This indicates 
that diffusion effects on the boundary are negligible and also provides a check that the 
centrifuge cell developed no leaks during the run. The RNA is seen to be slightly hetero- 
disperse, with the smaller particles presumably arising from limited hydrolysis of the 
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10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
S 
Fig. 10. Typical distribution of S values in a sedimentation experiment. The dis- 
tribution function, g(S), is discussed by Schachman.61 Symbols denote values from a 
scan at 52 minutes after the start of the run, symbols X are for a scan taken 88 minutes 
after the start. The S values are taken to be 20.5 for the faster moving component and 
15.5 for the slower component. These data are for a solution BL pH 3.7, 0.1M Na +, 
2 X M Mg +, T = 20OC. 
nucleic acid during purification and preparation of solutions. Nevertheless, two sharp 
sedimenting peaks are clearly resolvable. 
The S values corresponding to the maximum values of the distribution function, g(S) 
(see Fig. are taken to be the sedimentation coefficients of the two primary RNA 
species-these values are plotted in Figure 11 for the several pH’s at which runs were 
performed. The S values were converted to Szo,w in the usual way, using the value 0.54 
ml/g as the partial specific volume for RNA. The precision of the S values so derived is 
about f0.5 S unit, based on reproducibility of scans a t  different times during a run and 
on the results from repeated measurements at the same pH. The (interpolated) values 
of S a t  about pH 4.5 check very closely with those given by Taylor et a1.,6a who report 
measurements in a solvent containing 0,lM NaCl, 0.01M EDTA, 20 pg/ml poly(viny1 
sulfate), a t  pH 4.5. It is noteworthy that above pH 3.5 there is little difference in S 
values between solutions containing Mg+ + ions and solutions containing EDTA (which 
were thus Mg ++-free). At pH 3.5 and 3.0, it is seen that S values in solutions containing 
Mg++ ions were about 2 S units higher than the values in solutions to  which EDTA had 
been added. 
Discussion 
The observation that very nearly the same S values are obtained in the presence or 
absence of Mg++ (at pH > 3.5) confirms our conclusions from ultraviolet absorbance 
data that structural changes occurring in RNA upon titration with acid are not markedly 
affected by removing or adding small concentrations of Mg++ ions (in solutions of I = 
0.1M Na+).’ Larger values for S in Mg++-containing solutions a t  low pH are presum- 
ably due to changes in tertiary structure, which are not seen optically, We also re- 
ported’ that RNA does not show hysteresis in the absence of Mg++ ions, which implies 
that divalent ions may stabilize the hysteresis through specific interactions with certain 
regions of the RNA molecule. Further studies may help to clarify the extent to  which 
the larger 8 values observed a t  pH 3.5 and 3.0 in the presence of Mg++ are due to  a non- 
specific electrostatic effect of Mg++ or to  specific interactions of Mg++ ions with RNA 
helical regions, including the metastable conformation. 
Turning to the variation of S with pH we see that for both the “16s” and “238” 
RNA species S decreases relative to its pH 7 value in the pH range 5-4, then increases 
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Fig. 11. S versus pH for E .  coli rRNA. Upper curve, S ~ O , ~  for “23s” E .  coli rRNA, 
lower curve, SZO.~  for “16s” E. coli rRNA. Estimated uncertainty in S values is +0.5 S 
unit. Experimental conditions: 0.099M NaCl, 0.001fif Na cacodylate, plus 2 X M 
MgClz (symbols X )  or 3 X 10-4 M EDTA (symbols 0). In the pH range 3.5 5 pH 5 
4.8, 50 pl of acetate buffer (0.1M Na +) were added to stabilize the pH. The RNA con- 
centration was -lO-‘M [PI. 
so that S at pH 3 is considerably higher than the pH 7 value (Fig. 11). The increase in 
S at low pH, which has also been seen for denatured DNAso is particularly striking. 
RNA a t  pH 7 is known to have about 70y0 of its bases in double-helical regions and thus 
should be a rather compact hydrodynamic entityJ6 while a t  pH 3 most residues are in 
single-stranded stretches. Nevertheless, it seems that the uncoiled RNA molecule can 
asume a shape more compact than that of the pH 7 molecule. Neither the “primary 
charge effect”62 nor changes in the degree. of “counterion hinding”63-65 can account for 
the larger S value at  low pH. On the other hand, the coiling of single-stranded regions 
will be aided by the reduction in electrostatic repulsion between different sections of the 
polymer chain, due to charge neutralization which accompanies protonation of the bases. 
Furthermore, electron microscopy results (Ref. 50 and also A. Revzin, submitted for 
publication) indicate that the pH 7 molecule has substantial tertiary structure, which 
may keep the RNA in a more extended configuration a t  pH 7 than would otherwise be 
likely. Thus, the coiling of neutralized single strands plus the presence of pH 7 tertiary 
structure may combine to cause S at pH 3 to exceed S at  pH 7. 
The decrease in S in the pH range 5-4 indicates that the RNA has become more ex- 
tended than it was at neutrality. The calculations presented in the main body of this 
paper as well as other studies3 imply that a t  pH 4 only a rather small fraction of A.U 
and G - C  base pairs have opened (relative to the pH 7 molecule). The effect on S of a 
small degree of unwinding at pH 4 cannot be predicted a priori. We have observed that 
single-stranded regions can, under appropriate conditions, assume a configuratic which 
leads to an S value higher than that for a mostly double-helical molecule. On the other 
hand, if the single strands formed by unwinding are sterically hindered from assuming a 
coiled form (perhaps due to the presence of other base-paired regions) then unwinding 
could result in a less compact molecule having a lower S value, 
Another factor in the decrease of S at pH 5-4 may be the formation of the proposed 
“high-pH” structure in rRNA. If this structure is, in fact, of the G *C -G type as shown 
in Figure 9 above, then formation of the triple-stranded regions would restrict the flexi- 
bility of the KNA. This could result in a more rod-like molecule having a correspond- 
ingly lower S value. We also note that the increase in S at  pH 3 could be enhanced by 
the proposed “low-pH” structure consisting of (G . G, A * A) rich sequences. Them 
structures, which are present only to a fairly low extent, could help the ItNA at pH 3 to 
assume a compact shape, without seriously hindering the ability of the single-strand 
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regions to coil. In short, our sedimentation results are consistent with the formation of 
the triple-strand and doublestrand structures which have been proposed to explain the 
spectrophotometric titration data a t  high and at low pH. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. Jamie Godfrey for invaluable instruction in the tech- 
niques of sedimentation analysis. 
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